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The prices are calculated with the idea that that everything is done in one color. Once you require an additional color within an order, you must add a color 
change.  We charge a small additional fee in the future per color, to be applied from the second color. This is regardless of the number of pieces per color. 

The prices for this color change is mentioned at the end of the price list..

S p a c e

D r i v e n

c r e a t o r S

FOAMSKIN COATING
COLOR SWATCHES

02.Sand

03.Taupe

05.Dark purple 06.Purple

07.Magenta

08.Raspberry

09.Sky blue

10.Lime green

12.Ochre

14.Black

16.Red

17.Anthracite

18.White

23.Chartreuse

24.Orange 25.Yellow26.Fire

28.Cream

32.Jaune pastel

33.Moutarde

34.Fiesta

35.Blue clair

45.Merengue

44.Flamingo

43.Gold

42.Steel blue

41.Army 40.Pinetree

39.Silver

38.Pastel green

37.Turquoise

36.Evening

NCS: S4010Y10R

NCS: S6010Y10R

NCS: S7020R30B NCS: S6030R40B

NCS: S1070R20B

NCS: S4050R20B

NCS: S1060B

NCS: S1075G50Y

NCS: S3560Y20R

RAL: 9005

RAL: 3020

RAL: 7024

RAL: 9016

NCS: S1080G30Y

RAL: 2000 NCS: S0580YRAL: 2002

RAL: 9001

NCS: S0540Y

NCS: S4050Y

NCS: S0585Y70R

NCS: S3065R90BNCS: S5030R90B

NCS: S1050B30G

NCS: S0540G50Y

NCS: S2505R

NCS: S7020B70GNCS: S7010G50Y

NCS: S3020R90B

NCS: S3060Y10R

NCS: S2030R

NCS: S0505Y50R

CONTRACT SAFE COLOURS

COLOURS WITH CARE

COLOUR SWATCHES FOR FOAMSKIN COATING 
Based on our technology we will match the indicated NCS, PANTONE and RAL colors as precise as possible. Minimum color differences for 
every production batch are unavoidable.   You may demand us to produce a sample first, at the cost of €150,- (shipping included) per sample 

Of course “WE LOVE COLOR”, but just be aware that not all people appreciate color.  our products need cleaning and respect from people. 
Lighter colours need more cleaning and more caution then darker colors; This is why we split up our range into “contractsafe” colors and the 
rest of our range. Up to your choice!

these printed colors are only as a reference to the real color, they are not the exact colors. check your samples for real colors

these printed colors are only as a reference to the real color, they are not the exact colors. check your samples for real colors


